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About This Game

Laika 1.0 was not a success. You, Laika 2.0, are.

As Laika 2.0 you'll experience the life of a special biologically enhanced KGB chimpanzee agent.
You'll need to avoid enemies, solve puzzles and dodge deadly traps along the way, in a beautiful environment mixed with an

appealing graphic.
You'll need to push yourself to the limit if you want to get to the end of your mission...alive.

Everything and everyone wants to kill you because there are things that should never be let out of their box.

Move silently to uncover all the mysteries of the Ogdoade in an extremely complex story.
Just when you feel you are close to the solution everything will start looking strange again, only to find yourself in an even

deeper slump.
Do you have what it takes to defeat the terrorists of the Ogdoade? Will you be able to succeed?

–––

The game is level based and every level is a composition of several revisitable rooms. The player's goal in each level is to
achieve an objective, getting through the puzzles lying in the rooms that separates his/her current room from the one where the

objective can be achieved. Also, objectives can be composite, consisting of two or three sub-objectives. Furthermore, every
level has a special puzzle room, that is the equivalent of a boss fight.

Laika 2.0 comes with only one difficulty mode, as every level is made to be harder than the previous one.
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Title: Laika 2.0
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Studio Albatros
Publisher:
Drink7 Studios
Release Date: 8 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel integrated

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: At least 3 bananas

English,Italian
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Nice puzzle game!

And if you really don't know how to solve one, ask for a tip, you gain one every X minutes. Very good game u can run jumo and
die to doors and u can also run in forest 2 hours and cant find♥♥♥♥♥♥

10/10 would run 2 hours in forest again. I aint played it a lot, but it is one of the most fun games I've ever played. It currently
has really nice textures aswell, which is fun.

And mods are also fun, I love that it support mods as much as it does.

Can recommend it a lot for those of you that like GTA styled races, aka blowing♥♥♥♥♥♥to pieces and shooting missiles at
other cars.. Roguelike random space adventure.
You need to keep your ship working and make it to destination.
No combat but looks like fun to me.. Absolutely brilliant platformer with oceans of character and humour, as well as a mechanic
making it possible to leave corpses behind in order to make certain hazards easier to cross.
Easy controls, loads of challenge and a fantastic soundtrack give this title heaps of charm.
The art style is of high quality and still unique, with every new element seeming to fit with ease. Definately one you'll have to
sink a bit of time into but much like any high skill ceiling game, the fun is in this learning.

Definitely would recommend..  Recommended for sure!
This is a really entertaining time, and deffinitely worth checking out.

-It is NOT graphically amazing.

-There are sound options  in game if, like me, you generally turn off game music.

-The keyboard controls for some of the minigames can be frustrating so keep in mind that a controller may increase
your enjoyment of it.

I really like the unlockable nature of things in this game and that there are perks based off getting a collection of
achievements...
I also really like that you get to play as a race you have defeated on the next go if you so desire...
and the Dev is pretty much awesome.... Addictive experience; with friends even more.
The modern "hide and seek" game has much to offer.

You can level up ingame to acquire new skills to have fun with and the more people are playing the better!
You can customize your character to a certain extent.
The ingame interactions are the best though, with, or without friends.
The cartooney graphics and playful aesthetics of the game world make it very likeable.
I think that this game is perfect for players that want to go for a quick laughter, taking a break from some more
serious competition games, or for players that want a more cherrful environment.
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There is not much else to say, the game is not hard, and the people that you may find around are here for the same
reason, having fun with a simple game.

I'd reccomend this to both hardcore and casual gamers.

. There is not enough game here to justify even the $1 price tag.

Towers has full range all the time, so tower placements doesn't mean anything.

The game speed resets on each wave. With 5 different speeds, 5 clicks on the speed button, A level is over in 5-10
seconds. Speed resets to 0. That's just cruel.

Incredibly INCREDIBLY tedious gameplay. Drag-drop is the only existing control scheme. You drag tier 1 towers on
the map, drag one T1 onto another T1 to upgrade to T2. This might not sound so bad and could maybe work, but do
realize that you have to drag out 32 T1 towers and after that drag-drop-upgrade them onto eachother (24 times) to get a
tier 6 (max level) tower. No shortcuts, no use of keyboard. Rinse and repeat. It's all you do besides speeding up waves.

After 4x 6 level towers (one of each type), you have 100% achievements. It takes like 10 minutes, it's the only mode and
there is only one map and waves seems to be endless (Don't tell me. I don't even want to know!).

No strategy! Or maybe tower composition I guess? But by the time it matters you have carpal tunnel syndrom for sure.

Any good points?
I do like the minimal aesthetics, and I think it could work very well with tower defense.

Sorry, I know someone used time to put this together, and I'm sorry if I hurt anyones feelings but at this point this
game is truly trash. Bottom of the barrel. Tosh. I really should refund the dollar I spent on this but I guess I'm not that
petty.

Avoid.. Got up to stage 36... Almost... Well, at least I refunded it.

Amazing game. THIS GAME IS A GIFT FROM GOD. if you enjoy 2D fighting games with a LOT of blood and gore
than this is the perfect game for you
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make me use my brian ! ty. this game wasted my value kilobytes. While browsing a new release queue out of boredom I was
asked to verify my age...common enough,but for a game called "Forest Rabbit"? Upon reading the description a few things
stuck out...it kept referring to things like being "Bright" "Cheery" "cool" "fun for all ages"...all very superfluous terms...and it
mentioned it's "Forest Animals" [in quotation marks]. One screenshot showed what appeared to be ghosts in gas-masks.
I thought I might have found something odd,so i gave it a try...

I read WAY too much into it.
I was frankly expecting something like Pony Island,where,"oh hee hee! it's a cute game about cute things!
[ExEpT IT's ActUaLly SATANNNN]" or at least being a surface-cute game with ridiculously gorey deaths or something...
but no. This is a 100% normal platformer about a rabbit collecting coins,all dying does is give a "Game over".
...no gore...no satan...the ghosts in gas-masks are just moles kicking up dust.
Soo that age check gave me a very wrong impression.

Unfortunately the game didn't win me over by being good.It's ONLY 8 LEVELS ,and you can clear all of them with a 3star
rating in under an hour. you don't even get a "You win! hoopie doo!" at the end,it just takes you back to the menu.
I even played thru lv1 again to see if anything had changed..nope.
The game itself is a left-to-right platformer,you jump...dodge things...and get coins,while moving to the end...that's it. The game
mostly plays well I guess, exept for the wall jump mechanic which is horrible [and sadly nescessary],the levels are very easy
exept for level 6 [which was just waiting on enemies to move, so you can pop thru holes [that your wall jump gets you stuck
on],There was also an invisible obstacle that would kill you. level 7 noteably had seemingly infinite invisible coins
everywhere,making it impossible to NOT get 3 stars.

Despite me being an contextually suspicious idiot,I was hoping the game would at least be fun,but the best way I can describe it
is: A game you'd find on Neopets,WII e-shop shovelware at best. Maybe the devs meant well,but I can't imagine even small
children would be very entertained here.

I guess it's not the worst thing since smallpox,but it's not worth buying.it's beyond generic with nothing interesting to offer. If
you want a cutesy whimsical platformer,you can do MUCH better than this.

. Okay game. fun the first hours of playing it, not really THAT fun but ye. If u have nothin else to do I'd suggest you play Dota
2, CSGO or just TF2 cuz they are better :D. love this so much imlike being ash but its hard to move 3 guys at once co-op would
be nice besides that i love it. The 1:1 port with mobile version making the desktop version incredibly painful to use - extra clicks
for virtually every single user action makes the game very painful and slow to play compared to its predecessors!

For this reason alone I've stopped playing it, despite the slickness of the UI and whatever improvements there may be.. This is
probably the most fun point and click game I have played in awhile. It reminds me alot of the old Monkey Island series. The
game is pretty short and I would recommend people getting if 1: Its on sale at a very cheap price 2: You are looking to kill some
time with a point and click puzzle game.

Pros

*Very Likable characters
*Its got alot of humor
*some very nice puzzles and some unique ones iv seen
thus far.
*Clicking on some of the items can get you some funny comments
from the main character.
*Nice story

Cons

*Very short (can finish in about 1 hour 30mins maybe less)
*Very little replay value (Only for achievements you may have missed)

But all in all a pretty solid game and would only recommend if its on sale for less than $5.
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Would click again 7.5/10
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